Dear Director,

The pandemic flu that we are experiencing, despite seeing more than half of the world's population locked up at home and despite having spread throughout the planet, still, differs from the Spanish pandemic and others spread in the past in different areas of the planet. Today it is born and developed in the third millennium with macroeconomic consequences on the, European and international level and serious parallel correlations with the pollution of the Ecosystems and of the Earth Ecosystem itself. Other irrefutable data: the pandemic was a probable and foreseeable event, indeed the danger of a phenomenon of this type had already been taken into consideration by the WHO as early as the beginning of this third millennium and highlighted by Bill Gates. Politics has been irresponsibly deaf, acting towards

I. ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL PLAN: 1c) support the Eurobonds, remembering that the opposition of the Netherlands, a firm opponent, on the one hand has always publicised its scruple and its attention in managing its finances, and on the other proved to be a negative protagonist in terms of Tax Dumping to the detriment of other countries in difficulty today. Every year Italy suffers a loss of between € 5 and € 8 billion due to competition from internal tax havens within the EU. Recently and for the first time, the EC has pointed the finger at seven EU countries for their "aggressive tax planning" practices. These are primarily relocations within the eurozone that hide tax state aid, which - for the Commissioner - "potentially undermines the fairness of the internal market and increases the burden on European taxpayers".

II. SCIENTIFIC-TECHNOLOGICAL PLAN to carry out a comparative examination in which to systematise the results of all the monitoring, measurements and news present in all the "databases" (health, environmental, weather, demographic including population density, presence and extension of public green areas and street trees etc.) ..
The climate change together with CovCovid19 could present important interrelations to verify

Air pollution from PM\textsubscript{10} and PM\textsubscript{2.5} fine particles, and pollutants such as nitrogen dioxide (NO\textsubscript{2}), ozone (O\textsubscript{3}), could make Covid 19 even more lethal since environmental atmospheric contamination would aggravate the respiratory capacity of the sick. Appropriate analyses of the pollutant data with population density, mobility of the same and particulate and aerosol measurements on site together with data obtained from artificial satellites (such as the ESA Sentinel-5P satellite of the Copernicus project and other projects such as Google Air Quality) would allow to verify the recent results of a study carried out at Harvard University in this regard (https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/covid-pm).

III. THE "ENVIRONMENT PLAN"

THE PURPOSE: economic recovery and the values of environmental justice for the affirmation of responsibility against the irresponsible acts of destruction of man and nature. HOW-to implement it? With the establishment of the European Criminal Health and Environmental Court (www.court4planet.eu)

To protect health, the environment and employment, the institution of the Criminal Health and Environment Court and the establishment of the interdisciplinary commission already submitted to the EP are urgently needed today (www.court4planet.eu). IT IS URGENT TODAY to create a justice system that guarantees penalties proportionate to the damage done, dissuasive and therefore discouraging for their future significance of being repeat offenders, and effective, that they are applied. IT IS URGENT TODAY to save
the lives of children and minors who are exploited because they are forced to work in inhuman conditions, in hiding, with serious health problems and absolute environmental unhealthiness. In this case these horrible crimes also integrate tax violations (VAT FRAUD).

AMAZZONIA, RIO CRISTALLINO PARK, THE ECOSYSTEM WHERE THERE IS THE MOST RICH BIODIVERSITY OF THE PLANET EARTH. IS IT STILL THE SAME? TODAY, it is URGENT to prevent unscrupulous carts of the sea and unscrupulous criminals from continuing to be the cause of destruction of ecosystems.

At COP 25, I ended my relationship (www.court4planet.eu) with this image and this question

AMAZZONIA, RIO CRISTALLINO PARK, THE ECOSYSTEM WHERE THERE IS THE MOST RICH BIODIVERSITY OF THE PLANET EARTH. IS IT STILL THE SAME?

One answer is certain: if we do not reverse the course, these images will increasingly remain in the dream world of a third millennium that is finally livable and

with a truly sustainable economy. It is now urgent today to keep in mind a truth that is always hidden and under-considered. The costs for environmental restoration are almost always higher than the costs that would have been necessary to prevent and secure this or that plant before the disaster!

And when "disasters" occur such as the current pandemic, which we consider parallel related to covid19, then we can say that the COSTS, those of the loss of life, can never be compensated except with a clear turnaround.

In short, we can accept, from now on, only the real affirmation of responsibility against irresponsible and criminal acts.

Whoever does not guarantee this change of course will be even more responsible because he would maliciously omit due acts!

If we are able to learn the hard lesson, of a sanitary and environmental nature, that the current pandemic is imparting to people and governments around the world, then the sacrifices, sufferings and deaths that have resulted will not have been in vain. But the concrete risk, which is already perceived, is that the economic and financial repercussions of this global health crisis may push the political decision-makers to retrace the same paths that led to this crisis, in search of that "normality" that it actually generated the pandemic.

We conclude with a chart that summarizes a political project that is urgently needed today to promote.
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